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China is the hometown of tea and the birthplace of tea culture. Early in the 
Shennong Period, tea for medication was discovered, then tea was gradually used for 
drinking in daily life and finally became a unique culture. With the development of 
Chinese tea and tea culture, Chinese tea becomes a global concern. More and more 
foreigners who come to China for studying, learning or touring would like to taste 
good teas and experience Chinese Tea Culture. However, they know little about 
oriental tea ceremony. Cultural spreading can be achieved well mainly by the 
language which foreigners are familiar with, therefore, it is necessary to translate the 
books on Chinese tea in Chinese into texts in English 
The author chooses a translation project, Training Course on Pollution-free tea 
Production Technology for developing countries, which was held by Department of 
Foreign Assistance Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China, as the 
case, and tries to illustrate how to deal with the problems from the perspective of 
theories and practices. This translation project report is divided into four parts.  
The first part introduces the project, including the choosing basis, the 
background, the significance and the structure. The second part focuses on the 
analysis and preparation work before translation. In the third part, translation 
problems and how to deal with them are introduced. Based on the Skopostheorie 
written by Hans Vermeer, the author places special emphasis on the translation 
difficulties, including the translation of special terms, poem, subjectless sentences 
and long sentences. The source text presents a lot of professional theories about tea. 
As a result, there are many professional and exclusive vocabularies; the report 
suggests the necessity to carefully looking up parallel text and internet resources in 
order to ensure the accuracy in the translation. Tea poetry is considered to be the most 
important component as it is seen as the breakthrough and main object of study in tea 














appropriate methods in the hope to transfer the cultural presupposition in source 
language text to the uttermost, so as to help the target language readers remove the 
sense of vacuum in reading and retain semantic coherence, and at last to achieve the 
aim of spreading tea culture. As for the subjectless sentences and long sentences. As 
for the long sentences and subjectless sentences, the translator makes a major 
analysis on the translation methods by consulting various professional materials. The 
fourth part is the conclusion. Some problems from the translation as well as some 
remaining problems are discussed. I hope this paper can intrigue more scholar 
translators on Chinese tea culture. The development of translation on Chinese tea can 
make a contribution to Chinese tea spreading. 
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言功能的论述，将语言功能分为六种：表达功能( the expression function)、信息
功能(the informative function)、祈使功能(the vocative function)、人际功能( the 
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